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Our Process

- Get open to the idea of 
designing for less and 
choose the territory of 
less fast fashion and more 
usage of clothes
-Acknowledge we do not 
know much about the 
clothing industry and 
look, listen and think. 
-Talk to customers, 
observe their online 
shopping habits and gain 
insights.

-Reframe our problem 
based on customer 
insights. 
-Come up with design 
alternatives and do 
competitor research,

-Create different 
sketches and have 
customers evaluate 
prototypes.
-Choose one idea and 
refine based on customer 
feedback
-Develop high fidelity 
figma prototype
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-Met with Harry and other 
design advisors to 
generate feedback to 
further refine our 
product.
-We came up with a 
partnership with carbonic, 
a carbon offset NGO and 
thought more about payment 
integration.
-We consistently thought 
about how feasible this 
product would be



Explore: Get Open

Our team started out wanting to learn how to reduce clothing consumption in 
college students. We focused specifically on college students because we 
wanted to make a product that resonated with our community and we most easily 
had access to students to do our primary research. We noticed there was 
already a culture of sharing and borrowing clothing and we wanted to make it 
easier for students to do that.

We learned from ethnographic interviews:
● Dresses were the most commonly mentioned items bought since formal events 

required that attire.
● People felt that they should not repeat dresses within a certain timespan 

because:
○ Judgement from others for repeating it on instagram
○ Special feeling went down

● People didn’t give excess clothing away for two reasons:
○ they want to wear it later on 
○ The donation process was difficult and didn’t feel meaningful

This became the central problem that we wanted to tackle - prolonging the 
lifespan of college students’ formal dresses. 



Explore: Look and Listen

Needs
● Fast delivery and efficiency in shopping
● Wide size ranges
● Affordability!

Wants
● To follow microtrends
● To look good on social media posts
● Something new and unique to them
● In-person shopping to be social and fun

Aspirations
● To feel good about themselves
● To wear something special
● To feel like they’re making an 

environmental contribution/impact

Insights
● Dresses for formals are 

often seen as one-use or 
single-wear, and people 
want to spend as little 
money on it as possible

● This is different from how 
they view everyday clothes

● Many become emotionally 
attached to their clothes

● The “special-ness” of a 
dress decreases with each 
wear 

● People want to feel like 
their unwanted clothes 
aren’t going to waste 

● Instagram/societal 
pressure to not “repeat 
outfits”

Through several rounds of interviews, we 
were able to compile our findings into the 
needs, wants, and aspirations of our 
customers in relation to our territory. 



Problem Statement

After parsing through our customer insights, we were able to create a 
problem statement that encompassed the most pressing issues customers 
were facing within our territory.

Problem Statement

How can we extend the life of college student’s dresses / increase the 
number of wears:

 
● How can we create an affordable system of borrowing / reusing stylish 

dresses for 20 somethings?
● How can we help college students/ 20 somethings/older Gen Z feel 

special when wearing a secondhand dress?
● How can we encourage sharing/borrowing/bartering/trading of dresses 

amongst older Gen Z/college students?



Reframe: Design Ideas Based On Customer Needs and Wants

Brainstormed verbally round robin style and narrowed down using nominal 
group technique

Idea 1: Garment Upcycling Service
- Partner with local tailors to provide repurposing services for used dresses
- Have clothing picked up and returned as different items of your choice (or a 

surprise item!)
- Examples: Pencil case, top, skirt, headband, wallet, scrunchie, etc.

Idea 2: Dress Buy/Trade App
- An app where you can trade and dresses from people in your community
- Each individual has a “closet” of formal dresses that they are willing to 

trade or sell, with sizes, brands, etc. 
- If a user likes an item, they can offer to trade or buy
- Premium users pay to get curated communities/closets 
- Internal groups based on style and aesthetic will allow for further curation
- User will have ratings to ensure honest descriptions and fair trades

Idea 3: Sell / Trade App with Thrift Stores
- Partners with thrift stores and other second hand stores to either swap or 

sell clothes
- Can choose to exchange your current clothes for another at the store or 

purchase new secondhand clothing
- Profiles have dimensions and style so thrift stores can pick out clothes 

without you actually visiting
- Purchases and exchanges must be verified via photos before occurring
- Stores will have to be visited in person



Prototype - Idea 1:
Garment Upcycling Service

Prototype - Idea 2:
Dress Buy/Sell/Trade Platform

Prototype - Idea 3: Sell / Trade App with Thrift Stores

Style quiz Partner thrift stores Package 
features

Order 
confirmation

Map of local 
tailors

Tailor 
profile

Messages with 
tailor

Garment upcycle 
visualizations

Onboarding 
style quiz

Your closet 
profile

Map of users Other user 
profile



Prototype and Test: Heuristic Evaluation and Ranking

After coming up with our ideas, we spoke to four individuals in order to 
complete a heuristic evaluation of our ideas. In addition, we surveyed our 
HCDI class section twice about the ideas, asking for both ranking and 
feedback. The questions that we asked the four individuals are as follows:

Standard Initial Questions:
1-10 likelihood to use
1-10 excitement / how compelling is this to you?
1-10 ease of understanding 
1-10 is this a necessity?
How accurately does this solve our problem statement

Comments, concerns?
Rank your choices 1,2,3



User Feedback and Incorporation

The feedback we received ranked our ideas from best to worst as follows: Idea 
3, Idea 2, Idea 1. Although people generally favored the third idea, 
logistical issues and plausibility concerns lead us to stick with the second 
app and instead address the main concerns users had with the second app idea.

The main issues with Idea 2:
● Meeting up with just anyone nearby felt unsafe
● No insurance that the items will be returned in good condition

We were able take these points and change the second idea to incorporate this 
feedback into our final idea. 



Refined Idea Based on Customer Feedback, Evaluation and Testing

This idea is a further refinement of the Dress Buy/Sell/Trading Platform based on 
customer feedback.

AirBNB for Dresses: Platform for students to borrow/rent out their clothing items to 
other students

- Customers seem to have trust issues therefore this platform would be for specific 
communities who already have some level of trust (example - Barnumbia Students)

- Users will have ratings to ensure honest descriptions and fair borrowing
- Each student has a “closet” of formal dresses that they want to rent out to others
- The dress owners can specify a price for a rental for an event or allow renters to 

pay the amount they see fit
- Possibly have a window of borrowing time like lib book (instead of event by 

event)
- Item info includes size, brand, condition, photos, etc.
- Dress owners can allow renters to buy the dress if they no longer want it
- Owners can make money off of dresses that are just sitting in their closet
- Some sort of insurance system will be in place give users confidence in the 

exchanges
- Borrowers can choose to donate a certain amount of money to give to an organization 

that combats carbon emissions or textile waste



Competition

Looking at competitors allowed us to ensure we were both differentiating 
ourselves as well as meeting our customer’s needs. 
Rent The Runway
- Subscription service that allows members to rent designer styles (also provides 

one-time rentals)
- Differences:

- Members only (unless one-time rental)
- Only provides (mid-level) designer styles
- The user has to curates the selection themselves

Barnard Buy, Sell, Trade
- Facebook group where college students can put things up for sale or trade
- Not many people trade things, only put things up for sale
- Differences:

- Not a separate app, group on Facebook
- No user ratings - ambiguous reliability
- Many non-clothing items for sale

Depop and Poshmark
- Online marketplace platform that allows users to buy and resell fashion items
- Differences:

- Only buying and selling
- International
- Typically low quality items

https://www.renttherunway.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/buyingatbarnard
https://www.depop.com/
https://poshmark.com/


Logical Story

Most people at Columbia/Barnard have formal dresses lying in their 
closet that they no longer want to wear, but cannot bear to get rid 
of. They will purchase dresses for events and wear them once, 
contributing to the problems of fast fashion. In order to maximize 
the number of wears that these dresses get, we want to expand on 
the organic interaction of dress borrowing and lending between 
friends. Our app service will allow students at Columbia/Barnard to 
share dresses amongst each other despite not personally knowing one 
another, helping to minimize the amount of new dresses purchased. 



Prototype

With a tested idea that had now gone through several rounds of feedback and 
redesign, we were able to mock-up a high-fidelity prototype using Figma.

https://www.figma.com/file/CsGagB4tG4B00gLW2nx9yP/HCD-final-prototype?node-id=0%3A1


- I really like some of the idea here, but I’m still a little confused on how it works. 
Am I borrowing or trading? Can I get my item back? Are there friends on the app or is 
just everyone in the area? Clarification would be helpful.
● You can borrow for a limited time, trade items or even just donate them - it’s all 

up to the user. The app is available to all the members of the Columbia/Barnard 
community, but you could also save certain profiles for easier access in the 
future.

- Only difference I see from some competitors is that it is local just to Columbia and 
inside an app. 3 Competitors:
- https://www.trademade-app.com/3-best-clothing-swap-apps-2020-swap-meet-
ups-exchanges/
- https://tulerie.com/ 
● The four competitors that are mentioned here are Tulerie, TradeMade, This for That, 

and Rehash. While our app is similar, we believe that the locality of the college 
community is a key difference, as it essentially eliminates a lot of security 
concerns that usually come with services like this and it’s instant. Also it’s all 
free!

● Another key difference between our idea and the competitors is that we do not offer 
swaps or borrows that involve shipping. Because shipping requires packaging 
materials and travel that both contribute to a carbon footprint, we believe that 
trading locally is more aligned with the goals of our app. 

Q&A

https://tulerie.com/


- How do you deal with damages and pricing?
● Users will have a card on file that will be charged in case the item is 

damaged/stolen. Otherwise, the app is free, with optional donations to 
environment-focused non-profits.

- Donation model is not that believable.
● There are already numerous services employing the donation model - think about 

grocery stores asking if you’d like to donate to a cause at checkout, or the Met 
being pay-what-you-wish. Since users of this app are more likely to care about the 
impacts of textile waste and carbon emissions, they would also be more likely to 
donate to the corresponding causes. 

- Addition of the nonprofit also seemed random to bring this product closer to having an 
environmental impact.
● We believe that even a small change could be impactful in the future. Because our 

app is free, users have the ability to donate to causes if they are so inclined, 
but it is not necessary to use the app.

- How will we know the clothes are clean?
● The app includes public ratings/reviews that would encourage users to only trade 

clean & quality clothes. It is in a user’s best interest to only trade clothing in 
good condition and for borrowers to return said clothes in good condition so that 
other people will want to continue borrowing from / allow borrowing to the user in 
the future. We are partially relying on trust that college students already have 
established with each other.

Q&A


